
 

 

Technical  Museum TATRA  

Accessibility card  

Basic information 

 

Kopřivnice, Záhumenní 367/1, 742 21 

GPS: N 49.599584, E 18.1439444  

 +420 556 808 421/426  

 recepce@tatramuseum.cz 

 https://www.tatramuseum.cz 

Description   

The Tatra car factory with an exhibition of cars and trucks from all stages of production, complete 

with chassis, engines, models, designer's ideas, sports jousting trophies, period photographs and 

various rarities. The exhibits are complemented by multilingual video boxes with film sequences of 

automotive gems and other interesting information.  

Accessibility  

Entrance 

❖ Wheelchair access. 

❖ Entrance door width: 180 cm, photocell automatic opening, without a threshold. 

❖ The area before the entrance is flat and sufficiently wide. Material: interlocking pavement. 

❖ The area in front of and behind the entrance door is sufficiently large, free of obstacles. 

   

From left: Area before entering the museum, ramp to the museum access path 

Interior premises 

❖ There is a ticket office in the lobby. It is not equipped with an induction loop.  

❖ Corridors and passages are sufficiently wide (min. 120 cm). 

❖ Surface: technical carpet, tiles, linoleum. 

❖ There are seating areas for resting. 

❖ The staircase is only accessible to the exposition of trucks, handrail on one side. It can be 

overcome with a staircase platform of 80 x 90 cm (operated by museum staff). 

❖ Access ramps are available in other parts of the exhibition. 
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From left: Ticket office in the lobby and communication path in the museum 

Exposition 

❖ Exposition is fully accessible for people with reduced mobility.  

❖ Interior manipulating space is sufficient. 

❖ The descriptions of the exhibits and the information panels are well legible, in Czech, English 

and German. 

❖ It is not possible to touch the exhibits on display. Most of them, however, can be viewed from 

close distance. Haptic models of exhibits are not available.    

Accessible toilet 

❖ Cabin dimension: 198 cm (depth) x 172 cm (width). 

❖ Doors: 90 cm wide, opening outwards, handle on the inside, no threshold.  

❖ Toilet: access to the toilet from the right, space next to the toilet 72 cm, at the sides of the 

handle at a height of 80 cm, the handle in the space is foldable. 

❖ Washbasin: height 85 cm, underpass option, tap faucet. 

❖ A baby changing unit is available in a separate room on the ladies toilet.  
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Services and equipment 

❖ Guide and registered support dogs are permitted entry. 

❖ Possibility of borrowing a manual type of wheelchair at the entrance.  

❖ Guided tours for visually impaired visitors (on request). 

❖ Worksheets for children to diversify the tour in the Czech language.  

❖ Virtual tour option: https://www.tatramuseum.cz/virt/tatra/start.html. 

❖ Audio-video guide in Czech, English and German. 

❖ Parking approx. 70 m from the museum (at the shop), 3 hours of free parking, necessity of 

parking hours in the car. 

❖ Souvenir shop with wheelchair access. 

❖ Wifi available. 
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